CEO Clubs Breakfast Meeting
Exploring Your Business Identity Using LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
22 January 2018, Holiday Inn Dubai – Al Barsha
Event’s Insights

It was indeed a morning of imagination, innovation and interaction at the CEO Clubs Breakfast Meeting with a topic of
“Exploring Your Business Identity Using LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®” by valued CEO Clubs Member, Ms. Qabas
Shaer, Managing Director of Riforma Consulting.

During the session, Ms. Qabas Shaer introduced a rare tool to help organization achieve their goals and bring out
the best that they don’t know they have using fun and visualization. Using Lego Serious Play, each participant
enjoyed and unleashed their inner child as they got to play it, built their own models using their imaginations and
shared their views about the lego pieces and own-built Models.

All sessions were conducted successfully, session one (1) simply making a duck from 4 volunteers showing different
ideas; session two (2) the participants described their services or companies with 2-3 lego pieces; & at the session
three (3) the participants built a model for where do they see their companies 5 years from now.

The first activity was making a duck. Four representatives volunteered to create their own ducks using the same lego
pieces and the result? It turned out 4 completely different ducks have been created. It is indeed evident that we are
all authentic. There was no right or wrong model, each show difference and uniqueness. The results were
outstanding and best show the different perspectives of each participant.
The next activity was allowing participants to pick lego pieces and make their own model to best describe their
businesses.

Dr. Dimitrios Kokkinos, Chairman & Managing Director of DVK Consultants choose a vehicle. He said that his
concept in his company is that they help you roll, they help you move, and they help you go forward. Rolling is their
facilitations.

Sandi Saksena, Empowerment Officer of Echelon Advisors choose a monkey and a queen lego. She said that she is
mischievous but also about breaking paradigms. Getting people to think differently, coming out of that conditioning
and challenging you to look at life differently. Her motto is to empower women and so that women should wear the
crown as a queen.

Ms. Nicola Beer, Relationship & Connection Specialist of www.nicolabeer.com, choose human legos. She said that
she is all about people and that she takes people from Stuck States to the Happy States.

Professor Christopher Abraham, Head - Dubai Campus, S P Jain School of Global Management, choose a treasure
box placed at the top of a tall construction bar. He explained that the treasure box represents the future & dreams.
He, as a teacher, an educator, make a strong foundation so people can climb up and reach their dreams.

Rose Marie Moraes, Director of Ferrofab FZE choose a vehicle lego & a ladder. Her feet are on the ground and on
her journey going forward, getting to portals, there are difficulties and unpleasantness but then she’s always able to
manage to go back on track and while doing that she is also climbing the ladders going upwards.

Ms. Sarah Dong, Executive Director of CEO Clubs Network have chosen 2 colorful wires in a platform and she
explained that the platform is the CEO Clubs and wires are its members. Meaning, once members joined CEO Clubs
they will be visible.

Ms. Jessica Augustin from Adam Global choose a little girl, wheel & a ladder. She wants to be seen as a little girl,
fresh and vibrant to empower everyone around her. The wheel describes her as she helps people get on the track of
the journey. The ladders represent the future, she helps people to position themselves in terms of personal and
corporate identity.

Dr. Pauline Manassa, MD & CEO of Injaz CTC Training, choose light bulbs, green trees and a building. Their
business concept is working with 2050 agenda looking after 4Ps which are People, Planet, Process and Profit. As
they are looking for the future, they build good foundation for the company, applying right strategies and also look
after the planet – how to keep trees green. They facilitate people or human development, facilitate the mindset, to
understand how it will be our life cycle in 2050.

Mr. Asif Sabir, CEO of myLearningKey, choose a magician. He said that he is like a magician who can provide the
solution by networking with people. The CEO Clubs is a platform for him to provide solutions to other individuals or
organizations.

Ms. Gloria Belendez Ramirez, Happiness Ambassador & Founder of Villas Xichu, choose a turtle and people. She is
going slowly, enjoying every moment and with people around just living in the now. She said “Connect to the source

and live a life that’s not about you but through you so you can start understanding the dreams of the others. Be part
of the other people’s dream and they’ll be part of yours”

Mr. Gordon Robertson, Chairman of ME Group, choose ladders and a bar. The bar represents construction doing
businesses, ideas and concepts. His biggest fear is poverty & retirement and so the ladders represent two parts –
first, he nurtures, educates and trying to build the full potential of his colleagues and young people within the
organization. Second part is their clients’ wealth, he helped them have a successful retirement.

Ms. Leah Lei, the owner of Hua Ren Yachts & Boats Rental LLC, choose a boat, a captain & a shark lego which
represent her business. She runs luxury yacht rentals to tourists and groups in Dubai. As Dubai’s growing tourism,
she strives to provide Luxury Experience & Yacht Tours to visitors from around the world and allow them to explore
the beauty of Dubai from the sea. With the help of their warm & welcoming crews, they provide outstanding services
on board.

Mr. Mazin Gadir, Senior Specialist- The Executive Office for Organizational Transformation of the Dubai Health
Authority, choose a prince. He shared an Arabic proverb which translates “Health is a crown on top of an unhealthy
person that cannot be seen by the ill people”. What they do is to provide a journey of healthy life, full of knowledge for
an individual to create happier and healthier community in Dubai. Striving to excellence, innovation and proper
lifestyle through DHA.
One of the highlights of the event was the signing of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between members – Dr.
Pauline Manassa, MD & CEO of Injaz CTC Training and Mr. Asif Sabir, CEO of myLearningKey. This Members’
Collaboration is our Purpose.

We would like to thank the gracious participation of the attendees. Kindly view photos through our Facebook Page,
like and follow us to keep in tune.
CEO Club is focused on facilitating business deals and connecting our members to other C-Level executives of
different industries locally and internationally. For membership application, please Click Here or email
membership@ceoclubsuae.com or call us at +971 4 346 5101.
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